Introduction
To understand consumer behavior, engineering design teams utilize a wide array of both qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative methods such as interviews, focus groups, and task analysis can provide a context to understand personal experiences. However, it can be challenging to use qualitative information to abstract and predict future behavior. On the other hand, quantitative methods such as stated preference modeling techniques (for example, conjoint analysis and discrete choice analysis) continue to be utilized due to their ability to model and predict consumer preferences. Yet, these methods provide no insight into people's rationale while they make their preference judgments. Despite their power, both qualitative and quantitative research methods are both ultimately limited by the fact that in the vast majority of cases they rely on direct input from the users themselves. This can be problematic, as potential users may not accurately represent their own true preferences. Furthermore, these individuals may be unable to express what they are truly thinking, feeling, or desiring.
One way that researchers can explore complex decision-making scenarios at the time of judgment is through the use of neuroimaging techniques. From a cognitive neuroscience point of view, understanding how the brain implements the cognitive processes associated with decision making is an important intersection between cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and engineering design. Neuroimaging methods provide a powerful set of tools to capture the neural processes underlying brain functionsincluding choice decisions. One such method available to researchers is fMRI. Recent progress in the design and analysis of fMRI data has enabled advances in understanding how the brain produces valuations of multi-attribute decisions.
Recent advances, paired with the rising number of researchers studying the brain, have allowed new research areas to begin using fMRI to learn about distant domains. Neuromarketing and neuroeconomics are emerging fields, which among other goals, look to use neuroimaging techniques to gain advanced insights for product success [1] . Despite the incorporation of fMRI into new research areas, the applications of fMRI in engineering design research have been rare [2, 3] . This is largely due to the challenge of adapting existing experimental paradigms familiar to design researchers for use with neuroimaging methods. For example, essential to the design of fMRI experiments is the fact that brain activation as measured by fMRI as a result of a stimulus is a strictly relative measure. Using an fMRI scanner, brain imaging data can be collected. Once collected, brain imaging data is analyzed by measuring the relative change in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast signal in different brain regions during the performance of two or more experimental conditions. The result is that researchers are only able to determine brain activation as a comparison between two or more separate experimental conditions. This comparison is a key feature of fMRI interpretation, because results must always be examined knowing what they are compared against (e.g., task activation versus rest).
fMRI may be particularly beneficial in helping to understand preference judgments that are challenging to obtain accurate data for using traditional behavioral methods. For example, this is the case when dealing with preference decisions that involve unique tradeoffs, such as those including moral or ethical judgments. One such example is preference judgments involving sustainable products. Sustainable products have largely underperformed in the consumer marketplace; the reasons for this are unclear, especially due to the fact that consumer studies have shown that individuals desire environmentally smart products [4] . Decades of research support the fact that social desirability bias often prevents people from expressing their opinion if it may cause them to appear negatively [5, 6] . In addition to this, several models and theories exist which link personal qualities, motivations, and behavior within the context of environmentally conscious behavior [7] . For example, Heberlein proposed a theory of altruistic behavior to explain environmentalism [8] . Many researchers have used this framework to show how this relates to Schwartz's theory of moral norm-activation, including the value-belief-norm (VBN) theory of environmentalism norm-activation [9, 10] , including the valuebelief-norm (VBN) theory of environmentalism from Stern et al. [11] . VBN looks to describe nonactivist environmentalism behavior using a causal chain of five variables, including personal values and ecological worldview [12] . Work published by Fleming et al. has shown that, when faced with a difficult decision, users tend to prefer the option that most represents the status quo [13] . It is possible that when forced to make a more complex preference judgment involving sustainable tradeoffs, users may revert to the status quo (less sustainable) option.
Previous research has shown that consumers often do not trust sustainable marketing claims. Furthermore, it has been put forth that people are often unaware of a product's environmentally friendly features during product evaluations [14, 15] . GoucherLambert and Cagan showed that, when a product is evaluated with its environmental impact present, users tend to perceive functional attributes as more important; furthermore, esthetics become less important when the environmental impact information is present [16] . Despite these consistent results across the sampled population using a preference modeling approach, the work failed to provide insight into the mental thought processes of the decision makers. Qualitative methods employed by Goucher-Lambert and Cagan were in conflict with quantitative (preference modeling) results, as self-reported responses from study participants did not match what their preference models predicted [16] . Why did the environmental impact affect preference judgments? The work from Goucher-Lambert and Cagan highlights the fact that recent attempts at understanding the complex ways that people evaluate sustainable products are incomplete.
The current work seeks to utilize fMRI to understand brain functions and areas of brain activation associated with multiattribute preference decisions involving the moral choice context of sustainability. By having participants complete a preference decision (visual conjoint) experiment while inside of an magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner, traditional preference data can be supplemented and enhanced using brain activation data. We propose that combining these two sources of information will lead to a more complete picture of preference, as well as the decisionmaking process for sustainable product decisions. Together, this information can help inform designers and product developers on how users evaluate sustainable products.
In this experiment, two conditions are explored and compared; one where preference judgments were made with a product's environmental impact information present, and the second where this information was excluded. It is hypothesized that the behavioral results from the previous study from Goucher-Lambert and Cagan will be supported by the data collected in this study. Behavioral results can be more effectively interpreted using neural activation data by studying the brain regions that are active while participants complete sustainable preference judgments. The collected neuroimaging data will be analyzed using a general linear model (GLM) approach to understand different brain regions active in each experimental task. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that environmental preference judgments will be more difficult for participants. This will be explored by examining reaction time values (higher implying greater difficulty) and whether emotion-and moral-related brain activation areas are present during sustainable preference decisions. Figure 1 shows the entire scope of the research project, which combines behavioral and neuroimaging results to better inform the design research community regarding sustainable preference decisions.
Background
There have been limited applications of neuroimaging techniques, and in particular fMRI, to design research. fMRI is the only one of several neuroimaging techniques available to researchers. The optimal neuroimaging technique to choose for a given study is dependent on the nature of the study being conducted and, among other factors, requires a tradeoff between the spatial and temporal resolutions offered by each method [17] . While there are limited works using other neuroimaging techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG) [18] , there were two works that utilized fMRI within the engineering design community [2, 3] (discussed in further detail below). In addition to these works, the current project draws on previous contributions from the engineering design community in preference modeling and sustainable preference judgments, as well as the contributions from cognitive psychology and neuroscience fields as it relates to emotional, complex, and multi-attribute decision making.
Preference Modeling and Multi-Attribute Decision
Making in Engineering Design. In this work, empirical preference data were collected using visual conjoint analysis. Conjoint and discrete choice analyses have been applied to several engineering design research projects over the last 10 years (for example, see Refs. [3, [19] [20] [21] [22] ). The appeal of these methods is largely based on the fact that they allow products or systems to be decomposed into a set of controlled continuous or discrete attributes, which span a predefined design space. These attributes are expressed at different values (i.e., levels) and can be grouped into combinations that are presented to participants to rank, rate, or choose between. The chosen combinations of attributes are determined based on design of experiment techniques, where either a full factorial or, more commonly, a fractional factorial design is used. With response information, preference weights can be determined using various modeling and estimation techniques. The calculated preference weights can then be used to predict preference for alternatives not presented to participants during the study.
Traditionally, the attributes used in conjoint and discrete choice studies are text based in nature and sometimes also have discrete images chosen a-priori. Recently, however, researchers have expanded upon this to include continuously varying attributes, such as two-and three-dimensional visual forms, as well as experience-based preference judgments, such as those being enabled by virtual reality [19, 20, 22, 23] . Orsborn et al. introduced visual conjoint analysis, which allows utility functions to be derived based on preference for continuous two-dimensional esthetic attributes [20] . Visual conjoint analysis has been used by several researchers to explore form preference alone, as well in tradeoff with additional attributes [24] .
Preference judgments involving attributes based on form or functional features have been explored in engineering design research studies. However, the numbers of studies that have explored questions regarding sustainability are very limited. In She and MacDonald's work on sustainable design features, the authors found that adding trigger features that reminded participants of the environment increased participant preference for sustainable products [25] . MacDonald et al. also examined how participants evaluated different combinations of paper towel designs, including environmental considerations using text-based attributes [21] . Reid et al. studied how the perceived environmental friendliness of different vehicles was impacted by the two-dimensional forms of those vehicles [26] . Goucher-Lambert and Cagan combined visual and text-based stimuli to explore how the presence of design-dependent environmental impact information impacted consumer preference [16] . In the study by Goucher-Lambert and Cagan, the calculated environmental impact values were dependent on the form-function design combination being displayed. Results from this study were discussed in the Introduction.
Decision Making and Preference in Functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Research. To date, there are several examples of works within the neuroimaging communities that use fMRI to investigate decision making and, more specifically, preference decisions. Neuroimaging studies that examine decision making have focused almost exclusively on decisions where only one attribute of the choice decision differs. This scenario has primarily been modeled using gambling and rewards tasks. Researchers have begun to extend beyond these more simplistic designs by exploring multi-attribute decisions.
Zysset et al. used a multi-attribute framework where participants were selecting an apartment to rent [27] . With the support of neuroimaging data, Zysset et al. proposed that there are two levels of processing present during decision making with multiple attributes: process and control levels. The process level is responsible for integrating information, with areas of activation in the superior parietal lobe-an area of the brain involved in the integration of unbound information [28] . On the other hand, the control level is responsible for interpreting information, with activation found in the anterior insula-a part of the brain which appears to be related to risk taking (not only in decision making) [29, 30] .
Preference is another active area of brain research. The diverse tasks that have been studied include abstract paintings and real world objects [31] , sports cars [32] , wine taste and price [33] , and facial attractiveness [34] . These works have supported rewardbased stimuli for abstract concepts (nonprimary rewards), based in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex.
More recently, researchers from distant fields have began applying neuroimaging methods to understand more about behavior, such that products can be more effectively matched to people. For example, Neuro Information Systems (NeuroIS) seeks to use neuroscience to better understand the use of information and communication technologies. Some recent pilot work in NeuroIS used an EEG-based passive brain-computer interface to examine like/ dislike decisions related to car designs at an unconscious state. Another area, Neuromarketing, has been growing rapidly since 2002; this field has several promising applications, such as product preference decisions and brand evaluations [35] [36] [37] [38] . Primarily, the contributions up to this point have been in identifying various brain mechanisms that help to support information processing involved in user decision making [39] . More advanced methods of analysis, including machine learning techniques (i.e., multivoxel pattern analysis), have shown additional promise in characterizing brain activation patterns related to some preference decision contexts [40, 41] .
There have been two studies within the design theory and methodology literature that utilized fMRI. Alexiou et al. used fMRI to examine design thinking using an apartment layout task [2] . Here, the researchers wanted to explore whether design could be distinguishable from other related tasks such as problem solving. Results showed that the design task recruited a more extensive set of brain regions compared to the problem-solving task. Additionally, the authors suggest brain regions, such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, which may be particularly relevant to design. Sylcott et al. demonstrated the feasibility of using fMRI within a consumer choice context for engineering design [3] . In that study, participants were shown a variety of car form and functional attributes using a meta-conjoint approach. From their analysis, they found that form and function judgments recruit both similar and different brain activation networks, with emotion-related areas being active when these attributes are in conflict.
The current work deals with sustainable preference decisions. Neuroimaging investigations focused on environmental impact have been rare. It is possible that a connection can be made between decision making regarding the environment and social norms. Research into social norms has found that brain regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula are positively correlated with conforming to social norms [42, 43] . Additionally, the medial prefrontal cortex has been found to be activated when learning about advice being used to guide behavior [44] . In a recent fMRI study, Sawe and Knutson investigated how much value people place on environmental studies using a donation task [45] . This study found that willingness to donate, as well as the value of natural resources, was predicted by brain activation. It has been suggested that environmental decisions may fit into a larger research paradigm of emotional and moral decision making [46] [47] [48] . It has been shown that individuals use different mental processes for personal moral decisions, nonpersonal moral decisions, and nonmoral decisions [46] . In the current study, we hypothesize that sustainable preference judgments will recruit emotion-and moral-related areas of activation compared to trials where the environmental impact is not included.
Methods
The experiment introduced in this paper investigated multiattribute decision making in a consumer-based product evaluation context. Participants were asked to rate or choose between different product alternatives comprised of various attributes that were controlled by conjoint analysis techniques. The study required two sessions of data collection. The first session was a behavioral session and was used to determine participant-specific preference functions across the attribute design space, which then populated the experiment during the second session involving the fMRI. The procedure used in each of the two sessions is outlined below.
3.1 Participants. For this experiment, 11 healthy, righthanded, native English-speaking adults (four female/seven male, mean ¼ 24 years, SD ¼ 3.4 years, range 18-31 years) were selected to complete the fMRI part of the study. Based on a region of interest (ROI)-based power analysis of pilot data, this sample size was shown to have acceptable power in the ROIs used in the power analysis. The power analysis was conducted using the FMRI-POWER software [49] . Participants were recruited through the Carnegie Mellon Center for Behavioral and Decision Research, a Carnegie Mellon University undergraduate Mechanical Engineering class, and from a Masters program focusing on product innovation. Participants for the fMRI part of the study were screened based on their responses to a standard fMRI medical background form. Additionally, participants were screened based on their preference judgment consistency measured using the results of their behavioral data from a related task administered by the researchers [16] . Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to testing in accordance with protocol approved by Carnegie Mellon University's Institutional Review Board. For their participation, all participants were compensated monetarily.
If participants completed the fMRI part of the study, they were also presented with a digital image of their brain.
Prescan
Behavioral Session Procedure. The fMRI experiment sought to determine the neural characteristics of multi-attribute preference decisions involving sustainability. Participants qualifying for the fMRI study were scheduled for a 2 hr. session; the first hour was done outside of the MRI scanner and used to prepare the stimuli and the participant for the brain scan, which was completed during the second hour. During the first hour, participants engaged in a behavioral study where they were asked to rate the desirability of the form of various water bottles. Participants were asked to rate the desirability of a product's form on a 1-10 scale. Using response values, visual conjoint analysis was used to determine a unique esthetic attribute preference function for each participant [20] . The preference weights for all attribute levels, b, were solved for using ordinary least squares regressionsb
In this equation, X is the binary coded design matrix containing information regarding the question profiles, y is a vector containing participant ratings for each design alternative, andb are the estimated parameter values. The results from the visual conjoint analysis were used to determine a customized high-, medium-, and low-utility form design for each participant, which then populated the choice trials seen during the fMRI session. Next, participants engaged in a training exercise for the task done inside the MRI scanner. Participants were first explained the protocol for the experiment and given a list of attribute descriptions to study. Participants then completed a sample experiment run consisting of 18 preference decision trials.
Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging Session Procedure. The task completed in the MRI scanner involved a preference task where participants were asked to choose between two different forms and feature combinations for various water bottles. The attributes used to create the water bottle alternatives were form (high utility, medium utility, low utility), function (material: aluminum, hard plastic, soft plastic), and price ($9.99, $14.99, $19.99). In addition, each water bottle was paired with an operationalized dependent property based on the composition of the alternative specific configuration being shown. There were two different properties that could be added onto the alternative, creating two different conditions for the experiment. The Environmental Condition (Fig. 2 , Top) included calculated environmental impact values for each configuration. Environmental impact values were calculated using the Eco-Indicator 99 life cycle assessment methodology [50] . The Control Condition (Fig. 2, Bottom) included a material property, Poisson's ratio (the negative ratio of transverse to axial strain), along with the shown alternative. Poisson's ratio was included in the trials without the environmental impact information in order to keep the amount of text stimuli on the screen (decision variables) consistent between conditions. Data from pilot subjects indicated that this attribute did not significantly alter decision making and attribute importance weightings compared to the Control condition in the previous study by Goucher-Lambert and Cagan [16] . A detailed explanation for Poisson's ratio was included in the training exercise given to all participants prior to fMRI data collection.
Preference decision trials were presented in the MRI environment using the E-PRIME software package [51] . Subjects lay supine in the scanner, with the stimulus displayed using a projector and a mirror fixed to the head coil. A six run, slow event-related design was used, with each run consisting of 18 preference decision trials. Each preference decision trial was shown twice, once in each condition. The design alternatives making up the individual preference trials were first created using discrete choice analysis design of experiment techniques and arranged into profiles using the SAS software package's MktEx and Choiceff macros [52] . The nodup option was used to ensure no duplicate options were included in the experiment to enforce novel preference judgments during scanning. Experiment trials were all randomized within and between runs.
Trial timing is described in Fig. 3 . During each trial, the first design alternative was shown on the left side of the screen for 4 secs. Immediately following this, the second design alternative was added on the right side of the screen for 2 secs. Participants then had 6 secs. to make a choice between the two designs (with both alternatives up on the screen). Responses were made using a response pad strapped to participant's right hand. If a response was made before the end of the 6 secs., the remaining time was added to the intertrial interval using a blank screen. After the choice selection, participants performed an 8 secs. tone discrimination task. Here, participants were presented with either a highor low-frequency tone and had to respond using the response pad. The tone discrimination task was assumed to be unrelated to the preference decision task and thus allowed the brain's BOLD response from the preceding decision trial to return to baseline. Transactions of the ASME Additionally, active baseline conditions are generally preferred over resting baseline conditions [53] . Following this, the next trial began.
Imaging Data Acquisition. Functional MRI data were collected from a Siemens 3 T Verio MRI scanner (SYNGO MR B17 software) at the Scientific Imaging and Brain Research Center located in Carnegie Mellon University campus in Pittsburgh, PA, using a 32-channel phased array head coil. Functional images were acquired using a T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (31 
Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Data Preprocessing. Raw neuroimaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using the AFNI (analysis of functional neuroImages) software package (June 2015 version) [54] . A custom automated Nipype (PYTHON language) preprocessing script was used to complete the preprocessing of the neuroimaging data into a form suitable for data analysis [55] . Preprocessing steps within the pipeline included slice scan time correction, 3D rigid-body motion correction, high-pass temporal filtering, and spatial smoothing. Slice time correction aligned all slices within a brain volume to the first slice in that volume. Next, data from the functional image acquisitions were realigned to the first image of each run, and then again from this image, to the first run of each subject. The rigid-body rotation, translation, and three-dimensional motion correction algorithm examined the data to remove any time points where excessive motion occurred from the analysis. A high-pass Gaussian filter was used to remove low-frequency artifacts in the data. To further reduce the effects of noise, a probabilistic independent component analysis method called MELODIC from the FSL software package was used [56] . Here, the time course associated with each component correlated with motion was examined to remove the top 10% of such components. Furthermore, the top 10% of high-frequency noise components were eliminated by rank ordering the components by their Fourier transform determined power. The top 10% of components showing the greatest TR-to-TR signal change (i.e., a discontinuous spike) were also removed. To reduce signal noise, the signal from each voxel was spatially smoothed (7 mm full width at half maximum). Furthermore, the anatomical image from each subject was co-registered to his or her corresponding functional images. The structural and functional images were transformed into Talairach space with 3 mm isometric voxels using AFNI's auto_tlrc algorithm.
3.6 Individual-Level Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Analysis. The collected fMRI data were first analyzed using a voxel-wise general linear model. Boxcar regressors were constructed for each condition (Environmental and Control) that were set to 1 starting 4 secs. prior to a response (indicating a choice decision was made) and 0 otherwise. Four seconds were selected based on the analysis of pilot testing, which demonstrated that the maximum BOLD activation from the multi-attribute choice decision task occurred in the beginning 4 secs. prior to the choice selection. These two boxcar regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function to generate the two regressors included in the general linear model. The resulting coefficients for each regressor represent the average level of activation for that condition in a given voxel. These coefficient values were then used in the group-level analysis to contrast the two conditions. 3.8 Behavioral Data Analysis. The behavioral data collected in this experiment included participant response information for each of the conjoint preference trials explained previously. Using the collected information, individual preference values for each level of each attribute could be determined. Here, the Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) equation was used (Eq. (2)); to calculate parameter estimates using the probability, a given design alternative is selected (w i ), divided by the number of times that the alternative was offered (w j )
Group-Level
The BTL equation has been shown to successfully model individual preferences in a number of engineering design studies [3, 16, 20] . Calculated preference weights were used to determine attribute importance. Importance defines the influence of one attribute compared to other attributes in dictating a participant's overall preference. This value is determined by examining the range in utility values between levels of a specific attribute. A high-importance value indicates an attribute was very influential in driving preference.
In addition to preference modeling data, response metrics were also captured during the study. This included reaction time and decision analysis. Reaction time was measured during fMRI trials using the response glove participants used to make selections in the MRI machine (respondents wore a glove and selected a button with the glove to indicate their choice). The goal of the reaction time measurement was to make a physical estimation of the difficulty of each condition type for participants, with longer reaction times indicating a higher level of difficulty. In this work, reaction time was measured from the instant participants that were able to make a judgment (the start of block labeled "Choice" in Fig. 3 ) to the time they physically pressed the selection button.
Decision analysis was performed on participant responses to gain behavioral insights into participant decision making. One way this was done was through recording the environmental impact value of chosen design alternatives. Environmental impact values were only presented to participants in the Environmental condition; however, a value for the environmental impact was calculated for each alternative regardless of whether it was presented to participants or not. The calculated environmental impact value of the chosen alternative data was recorded for each participant selection in both conditions. Each experimental condition included the same choice decision trials (however presented in different orders); therefore, any differences in the environmental impact values of the chosen alternative was attributed to a difference in decision-making strategy between the conditions.
Results
The collected data were analyzed to determine how user preference judgments altered with the presence of the environmental impact information. The results from the conjoint experiment conducted during the fMRI experiment were analyzed and compared to previous results from Goucher-Lambert and Cagan. Neuroimaging results from the fMRI experiment were examined to provide deep insight into the mental processes supporting preference decisions involving sustainability. both used to assess participant's preference decisions. The results from these analyses were then compared to previous results from Goucher-Lambert and Cagan [16] . All of the behavioral data presented in this section were collected during the fMRI part of the study in conjunction with neuroimaging data. Table 1 summarizes the attribute importance values for the form, function, and price attributes in both experimental conditions (taken from the fMRI session data). The general trend of the data shows that the importance for form attributes decreased during the Environmental condition compared to the Control condition. In addition, the importance of functional product attributes increased and price decreased under these same conditions. Despite the overall decrease in importance with the presence of the environmental impact information, esthetics was the most important decision variable to participants in both conditions. Function was the most impacted by sustainability, as this attribute became nearly 20% more important to participants in trials where the environmental impact information was shown. Figure 4 (a) shows the reaction time for both experimental conditions. Participants responded more quickly in the Environmental Condition (mean ¼ 1630 ms) compared to the Control Condition (mean ¼ 1850 ms) with a high degree of significance (p < 0.005). Figure 4 (b) shows the mean environmental impact score of chosen product alternatives. From the graph, it can be seen that participants chose products with a low environmental impact much more frequently in the Environmental condition, compared to the control condition (p( 0.001). This indicates that being conscious of a product's environmental impact led to participants choosing more environmentally friendly options.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Data Results.
Neuroimaging data were analyzed using the methods outlined in Sec. 3. Individually, each condition (Environmental and Control) was contrasted separately against activation during the tone discrimination decisions. This was due to the fact that pilot results showed that the tone discrimination task activated a different set of brain regions compared to any of the regions of interest for this study. Doing so allowed for the extraction of condition-specific activation. From this, the individual condition contrasts were then used to create contrasts between the two conditions explored in this study. This contrast between the Environmental and Control conditions was used to understand how the presence of environmental impact information impacts preference judgments.
Significant areas of activation are summarized in Table 2 . The activation data in Table 2 are taken as a contrast (subtraction) between the Environmental and Control conditions. Positive activation clusters, measured using the t-statistic (t), from the twocondition contrast indicates that there is greater brain activation in the Environmental condition compared to the Control condition. Table 2 also includes the Brodmann area (BA), positional coordinates in Talairach space (x, y, z), and the cluster size (k) associated with each activation cluster.
Overall, there were ten significant activation clusters found. Of these, four were positive action clusters, as indicated by the t-test, meaning that areas of activation in these regions are greater when participants were considering the environmental impact information. Negative activations are areas of the brain that were more active in the Control condition. This can also determine aspects of the decision-making process that may have required less mental effort for participants during the Environmental condition.
Positive clusters of activation are visualized in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures show results mapped onto a 3D template brain in standardized Talairach space. The views presented were selected based on their ability to show the maximum coverage of important results. Because these are surface mapping figures, some features of active clusters on the internal portions of the brain are not visible. The intensity of the color indicates the t-statistic value, with yellow (lighter) being a lower t-statistic and red (darker) being a higher t-statistic. Two particularly interesting clusters of activation are 3 and 9 as labeled in Table 2 . Cluster 3 in the right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex is an area of the brain that prior research has found to be associated with self-referential, social, and theory of mind (what will others and people of society think of my actions) activation [57, 58] . Cluster 9 in the left inferior/ middle temporal gyrus is also in a region typically associated with theory of mind and social cognition [59] .
Negative clusters of activation are visualized in Fig. 7 . Here, the t-statistic is mapped through the intensity of blue, with darker hues indicating more neural activation. Of the ten significant clusters found in the Environmental-Control contrast, six of them were negative activation clusters; meaning in these locations, neural activation was greater in the Control condition compared to the Environmental condition. Virtually, all of this activation occurs in the occipital gyrus and other regions of the brain that are associated with vision and visual processing. Furthermore, there are significant areas of activation, such as cluster 5 in the right fusiform gyrus that are associated with object and word forms. These regions of the brain help to translate visual objects and words (i.e., bottle) into shapes. Together these results indicate a robust effect of increased neural effort spent on visual and form processing during the Control condition.
Discussion
5.1 Discussion of Results. It was hypothesized that the behavioral results from the preference models constructed from data collected during the fMRI experiment would support results from the Goucher-Lambert and Cagan study. In the work by Goucher-Lambert and Cagan, an increase in importance was observed for functional attributes, and a decrease was seen for form and price attributes during environmental impact trials. In the visual conjoint analysis results here, the same trends were observed. The sample size in this work included 11 participants chosen for the fMRI part of study. While this is significantly less than the 94 participants who completed the study by GoucherLambert and Cagan, the consistency in the trends between the two measurements provides validation. In addition to the matching trends in preference modeling data, fMRI data also directly support multiple behavioral results. For example, brain regions such as the inferior occipital gyrus, precuneus, and cuneus were found to be more active in the Control condition compared to the Environmental condition. These are brain regions involved in vision and visual processing. Based on this, there appears to be support in neural activation data for the fact that individuals spend more mental effort capturing and analyzing form information when the environmental impact was not a preference decision attribute. This is particularly meaningful due to the fact that many potentially interfering factors that could impact brain activity associated with visual processing have been accounted for. These include the layout of the preference trial GUI and the amount of information present on the screen, both of which were consistent between the two experimental conditions. Additionally, the analysis of neuroimaging data was time locked to when a decision was made (participants physically pressed a response button).
Behavioral data were also examined using measures to capture characteristics of decision difficulty. Reaction time was measured for each response. It was hypothesized that the Environmental condition would be more difficult for participants (longer reaction time), due to the complex features involved in making a decision where environmental impact is a factor. However, the opposite occurred: participants spent significantly less time-evaluating products where environmental impact was a factor. This indicates that presenting the environmental impact as part of a preference decision makes the decision easier for participants. Prior research has utilized reaction time as a measure of difficulty [27, 60] . However, much of the work in this area qualifies reaction time as a measure of difficulty when the decision types are the same. Here, it may be possible that the cognitive processes in the Environmental condition are qualitatively different than the control case (utilizing theory of mind processes, for example). Another explanation could be that that sustainability may be classified as an impersonal moral judgment. An impersonal moral judgment is one that contains moral connotations but allows the decision maker to separate him/herself from responsibility of any consequences that may occur as a result of the decision (e.g., (impersonal) voting on policy that may ruin a protected wildlife region versus (personal) ruining a wildlife region by personally dumping pollutants). Work by Greene et al. also found that participants made impersonal moral judgments significantly faster compared to personal moral judgments or nonmoral judgments [46] . This trend was particularly evident when participants decided on a morally "appropriate" course of action.
Neural activation data also helped to uncover unique features of sustainable preference judgments that would be impossible to Table 2 Table 2 for cluster numbering. Table 2 for cluster numbering. obtain any other way. Behavioral decision analysis identified that the mean environmental impact of the chosen alternatives was significantly less when participants were presented with environmental impact information. This is the case even though the environmental impact calculation is a dependent variable based on the form and function information otherwise presented. Despite this result, it was unclear which features were different in the environmental impact trials. fMRI data analysis found activation in regions of the superior/medial frontal gyrus and the inferior/ middle temporal gyrus when participants were engaged in the Environmental condition decision trials. These brain regions are heavily associated with several processes, including selfreferential thoughts and theory of mind [59] . Self-referential and theory of mind are qualities of mental thought where one seeks to imagine others' thoughts and how other people may interpret their own actions. Theory of mind, in particular, allows one to interpret the beliefs, intents, and desires of other people. From this, it would appear that participants are highly aware of their actions and how others may view their choices while making sustainable preference judgments.
5.2 Using a Meta-Analytic Approach to Further Investigate Empirical Neuroimaging Data. Some of the limitations of this work result from the negative impacts of reverse inference conclusions on the interpretation of the collected neuroimaging data. Reverse inference conclusions result from reasoning backward from observed brain activity and making claims about particular behavior or cognitive processes, which were not directly tested [61] . Additionally, the sample was relatively small. To address these shortcomings, among others, a meta-analytic approach was undertaken, where the fMRI dataset collected for this study was reexamined and analyzed using regions of interest (ROIs) generated from the results of NeuroSynth, a meta-analytic database [62] . The meta-analytic approach was based on comparisons to a dataset comprised of external fMRI results. Previous research has noted, as well as demonstrated, the benefits of using meta-analyses to add value beyond that of single-fMRI studies [63, 64] .
The keywords chosen for the meta-analysis were based upon whole brain neuroimaging results from this work ("theory of mind," "moral," and "vision") as well as additional hypotheses regarding broad activation networks that may be present during environmental impact decisions ("emotion" and "empathy"). NeuroSynth, an open sourced meta-analytic tool, was used to extract neural activation from an expansive neuroimaging publication database ($4000 studies) [62] . Doing so allowed ROIs to be defined independently of the current data. Each keyword represented the broad activation network related to a different behavioral process of interest. A unique meta-analysis was performed for each keyword, drawing data only from studies within the database relevant to the keyword being explored.
The level of brain activity was examined for the empirical dataset within each ROI extracted using the meta-analytic technique. The level of brain activity for the Control and Environmental conditions was compared within each meta-analytically defined ROI. Results (shown in Table 3 ) were interpreted by examining the total number of ROIs that had a higher level of mean activation during the environmental impact condition, and the strength of this activation throughout all of the ROIs. Fisher's method of combined significance was used to obtain a group significance estimate associated with all ROIs for a given keyword. Overall, the meta-analyses indicated strong support for distributive networks associated with moral, theory of mind, and vision (deactivation) during the environmental impact condition.
This approach found significant support for moral and theory of mind activation based on a broad network of brain regions. It appears evident; both through the meta-analytic approach, as well as the models constructed using only the raw fMRI data, that theory of mind and moral decision making are key drivers in sustainable preference judgments. In particular, the moral activation highlights the type of decision judgments individuals are making, one where people are highly conscious of the larger societal issues involved with sustainability, and the other where the products they buy may impact the well-being of the earth on a larger scale. The data also displayed that there was a deactivation in visual processing-related brain regions during sustainable preference judgments. Empathy and emotion appear to be features of difficult decisions and not necessarily a unique feature of sustainable preference decisions. Neural activation was found in Emotion and Empathy ROIs for both the Control and Environmental conditions.
Critically, the meta-analytic approach helped to mitigate some of the negative effects of reverse inference conclusions by using externally defined ROIs to examine the empirical neuroimaging data collected as a part of this study. Doing so led to strengthened conclusions from the empirical data and helped to demonstrate that the brain activation in the environmental impact condition was a result of the behavioral processes put forth in this work. Furthermore, using hundreds of externally sourced datasets compliments the behavioral and neuroimaging trends seen in this work.
These results highlight that including environmental impact information about a design changes the cognitive processes that go into making a product choice. The choices made in the current study are examples of multi-attribute decision making. When there is no conflict among attributes, a set of brain regions involved in cognitive control is active when evaluating and integrating different attributes in order to make a decision [27] . However, when there is conflict, there are many methods or heuristics that can be used to combine conflicting attributes [65] . One method is to weight the utility of each attribute to calculate a combined utility. The results of this study and prior work show that the inclusion of environmental impact information leads to a decrease in weighting of form information and an increase in weighting of the functional attributes of the product [16] . The meta-analysis results provide some insight into why this might occur.
The meta-analysis shows that regions related to moral cognition and theory of mind were more active in the environmental impact condition. Studies of moral cognition have commonly examined vignettes in which a person is asked to make a decision based on morals [46, 48, 66, 67] . For example, would one divert an oncoming train that was going to kill five people to another track if doing so would only kill one person? These studies have shown that a network of brain regions including the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, superior temporal sulcus, temporal pole, and inferior parietal cortex is active in moral decisions [48] . However, these brain regions involve a number of cognitive processes that are likely not unique to moral cognition.
A separate meta-analysis of moral cognition across 67 studies found a similar set of brain regions involved in moral cognition [68] . This meta-analysis also found that moral cognition significantly overlapped with regions found by doing a meta-analysis of theory of mind studies and empathy studies. This overlap was such that the moral cognition regions appear to be a combination of subsets of the brain regions involved in theory of mind and empathy. Some progress has been made at teasing apart the different functions of these brain regions and why they overlap in moral reasoning and theory of mind. For example, one study found that the process of attributing a belief to another person was closely tied to the right inferior parietal cortex, potentially explaining why this region is seen in both theory of mind and moral reasoning studies [69] .
In the current results, it appears that the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex is a region that overlaps between the first two rows of Table  3 , indicating that the processes implemented in this region is common to both theory of mind, moral reasoning, and reasoning about environmental impact. There are a number of processes that might be involved in these types of tasks. One possibility is that making inferences about other people's beliefs is involved in all three tasks. For example, in assessing the environmental impact, people could consider what others may think of them for choosing such a product. This hypothesis is consistent with research that shows that this region might be involved with maintaining a self-model that must be updated in order to see how one's actions might be perceived by others [70] . While the exact nature of the involvement of moral cognition and theory of mind processes is not yet well understood, one conclusion is that the presence of environmental impact changes the nature of the decision processes that people engage in. These additional processes impact the relative weighting of attributes in the decision-making process resulting in less attention being paid to visual form, which is consistent with the result of a relative decrease of activation in visual processing regions in the control condition.
Implications for Design
Research and Future Directions. From a high-level perspective, this work demonstrates the benefits of using neuroimaging to understand the decision-making process within a design-related context. Neuroscience can help design researchers understand the underlying mechanisms involved in choices and decisions that are observed. Doing so allows these mechanisms to be generalized and eventually used to develop ways where decisions can be influenced more effectively [71] . Finding ways to more effectively extract information from user studies, and apply them to the design of new products, is a major goal of design research. While more work is needed to realize the full potential of neuroimaging methods as it applies to design research, this work represents a step toward understanding the benefits of new insights from such cross-disciplinary work.
The main aim of the current research was to gain a deeper level of understanding of preference judgments involving sustainability. Behavioral methods for capturing user preferences in complex decision situations, such as those involving sustainability, can only scratch the surface of the participants' mental thought processes during decisions. A deeper understanding of these thought processes can inform the design team about aspects of the product that are important to the customer and may otherwise be ignored or differently understood. The work by Goucher-Lambert and Cagan illustrated how environmental impact values can have a large effect on behavioral responses regarding products [16] . In particular, that work showed that the importance of function increases while importance of form decreases in preference decisions where the environmental impact is present. This relationship was validated in the current study. More importantly, however, pairing these results with the added information from neuroimaging results adds a greater level of understanding and insight into previously obtained behavioral results. Future work can further link activated brain regions with other associations that may inform the design process at an even deeper level. For example, using other neuroimaging modalities (e.g., EEG) to examine similar research topics can add to our understanding of open questions relevant to design by providing a more holistic picture of the temporal resolution impacting these mental processes.
Product design practitioners can utilize insights from this work to more effectively target users of sustainable products. Both behavioral and neuroimaging results support the fact that, for commoditized products, users value function more, but cost and esthetic features less, when the environmental impact is a conscious decision attribute. More research is needed to apply these results to decision-making contexts outside the laboratory, as well as to new and distant product domains. One example of a distant domain to explore in future work could be high-value lifestyle products. For instance, as a manufacturer of alternative fuel vehicles, results from this work indicate that it may be beneficial to focus on improving functional attributes of the car (for example, acceleration) even if it costs a premium. In this domain (vehicles), it appears that high-performing, high-priced sustainable vehicles appeal to consumers. As a high end-product, at the time of this writing, Tesla has established itself atop the alternative fuel vehicle market by creating sustainable vehicles that excel in functionality [72] . Although it is also considered a well-styled vehicle, it is clear that consumers are attracted to functionality in an environmentally conscious space that has previously lacked high performance [73] .
Another way to address sustainable product development is to ensure that a product's sustainable functional features are transparent to users so that their value can be understood. This is not to say that esthetics won't be important in order to enable the product to be accepted into the consumer's lifestyle, but that incorporating functionality into esthetic languages will highlight the important characteristics of the product. Neural activation data showed that participants already automatically think of the social and moral issues regarding sustainability when a product is examined under the lens of sustainability. Cagan and Boatwright present two varying paths by which users can gain an emotional connection with a product: those that are supported (built into the product), and those that are associated (superficial and/or manipulative) [74] . Designing sustainable features that a product can embody (are supported) will help potential consumers forge a positive emotional connection with the product.
Conclusion
This work utilized fMRI to better understand how users consider sustainability as part of a multi-attribute product preference decision. Previous research found that including the environmental impact of a product affects preference for that product's disparate product attributes. In particular, functional attributes become more important and esthetic attributes become less important when sustainability is a factor. This work provided validation to these results in the form of both behavioral and neuroimaging data. Behavioral data in this work illustrated the same trends as the prior literature. Neuroimaging data provided a new level of depth in understanding this research question. Empirical neuroimaging evidence indicates that theory of mind and moral reasoning processes are involved in preference judgments involving sustainability. These conclusions were further supported using a meta-analytic approach to examining the empirical data. Furthermore, neuroimaging data supported hypotheses from behavioral results, in that esthetic features become less important when the environmental impact is being considered. This work has implications for how the design community creates and tailors sustainable products to maximize user preference. A larger goal in this work is to use the methods here as a building block to incorporate fMRI and other neuroimaging techniques as tools to answer important questions in the engineering design research community.
